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Anti – Slip Coating
What is an Anti-slip coating?
When your tub is being refinished we install a textured application to the floor of you tub. This texture is
nearly invisible to the eye and provides a safeguard to the tub’s surface.
What is the advantage of the Anti-slip coating?
The coating is a permanent application that does not need to be removed when cleaning. A suction cup
bathmat needs to be removed upon cleaning and when removing the bathmat it will destroy the surface
when lifted away. Bathmats have an adhesiveness that shrinks also ripping the finish on the tub.
Who needs the Anti-slip coating?
Since the coating is to provide as safeguard, as any surface with water on it can be slick, it will benefit
many people. Starting with elderly, families with children, or any individual that may consider putting a
bathmat in their tub. The anti-slip coating is strongly suggested for all commercial and or rental
properties, and in some cases may be required.
How much do they cost?
The installation normally costs $125.00, but currently priced at $75.00. The coating is applied to the
entire floor length of the bathtub, from the drain to the back of the tub no matter the size of the tub.
Can I get one after my tub has been refinished?
Unfortunately no. This coating processed happened in the middle of the refinishing process. Once the
undercoat or primer is applied to the tub, the anti-slip coating can be applied before the acrylic
urethane known as the topcoat. Once the topcoat is applied you cannot apply the anti-slip coating.
How can I get one?
Since it CANNOT be applied after, it is extremely important that you speak with the technician before
the reglazing process has begun and advise them that you want the anti-slip coating applied.

This coating is highly recommended by Fox Valley Bathtubs and we believe will provide instant
satisfaction upon use.

